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1. Which subcomponents of the Collaborating, Learning and Adapting Framework
are reflected most in your case (select up to 5 subcomponents)?

Pause & Reflect 

Adaptive Management 

Technical Evidence Base 

Theories of Change 

Scenario Planning 

M&E for Learning 

Internal Collaboration 

External Collaboration 

Openness 

Relationships & Networks 

Continuous Learning & 
Improvement 

Knowledge Management 

Institutional Memory 

Decision-Making 

Mission Resources 

CLA in Implementing 
Mechanisms 

https://usaidlearninglab.org/sites/default/files/resource/files/keyconcepts_twopager_8.5x11_v7_20160907.pdf


 

 
 

2. What is the general context in which the case takes place?

3. Why did you use a collaborating, learning, and adapting approach?



  

 4.  Describe how you used collaborating, learning, and adapting in this case.



  
 

 

 

5b.  Development Results: What impact, if any, has CLA had on your development outcomes?


5a.  Organizational Impact: What impact, if any, has collaborating, learning, and adapting 
had on your team, mission or organization? 



The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID LEARN, a Bureau for Policy, Planning and Learning (PPL) mechanism 
implemented by Dexis Consulting Group and its partner, International Resources Group, a subsidiary of RTI.
	

7.  Based on your experience and lessons learned, what advice would you share with 
colleagues about using a collaborating, learning, and adapting approach?

6.   What factors affected the success or otherwise of your collaborating, learning 
and adapting approach? What were the main enablers or barriers?
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	Caption: ASIST Knowledge Management Solution Implementation Activities. Credit: OAPA IBM Business Analysis Team.
	Case Title: OAPA Knowledge Management Solution: A Case of Enabling Process to Eliminate Risk
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	Summary: To support the Office of Afghanistan and Pakistan Affairs (OAPA) with the critical responsibility of preparing congressional responses efficiently and effectively, the IBM Business Analysis Team adapted an Agency resource to serve as a knowledge management solution. Employing key collaborating, learning, and adapting (CLA) concepts throughout the implementation process, the team combined this framework with their expertise in process improvement, data-driven decision-making, employee engagement, and knowledge management. The end result, an ASIST Congressional Affairs Knowledge Management solution, bolsters OAPA's CLA enabling conditions, including institutional memory, knowledge management, and relationships and networks. Tools such as the ASIST Congressional Affairs Knowledge Management solution improve underlying business processes, allowing USAID’s development experts to more effectively, efficiently, and enjoyably complete their work. However, these reforms require a culture that is open to continuous learning, improvement, collaboration, and adaptation, as well as a consistent investment in dedicated resources with the right roles and skills to take on implementation. In this case, OAPA's investment has resulted in critical knowledge capture, search, analysis, and storage becoming much more efficient, accessible, and effective.
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	Impact: In the case of the ASIST Knowledge Management solution, collaborating with OAPA’s users and key stakeholders helped the Team learn more about their needs and the technical evidence base. This learning period contributed to the success of effectively adapting an existing system to build institutional memory and eliminate risks associated with staff transition. The result, the Congressional Affairs ASIST Knowledge Management solution for OAPA strengthened a critical process for the Office, increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of storing and sharing critical knowledge.  This solution also created avenues to continue collaborating, learning, and adapting because it broadened the base of users, making congressional documents immediately available to more users, without relying on access via one individual. Since implementation of this solution, it has been easier than ever to access final congressional documents, collaborate in a group, and  learn from past responses to iterate and adapt similar documents. 
	CLA Approach: Collaborating, learning, and adapting were used throughout the implementation process - in requirements gathering, data migration and testing, user adoption and training, and post-implementation monitoring. REQUIREMENTS GATHERING: The IBM Business Analysis Team worked closely with key stakeholders to determine the best software to best address the need for a robust central repository, while taking into account resource constraints, such as the need to use an Agency-approved solution. Once ASIST was chosen as the best fit solution, close collaboration through one-on-one meetings and focus groups with the various individuals and groups identified the keywords and tags that needed to be added to the ASIST user interface, such as names of congressional committees and members of Congress. The Team learned the scope of all documents by conducting a deep dive into all the Congressional Affairs documents available on the share drive, ultimately understanding that with several hundred past engagements with Congress, a solution was needed to tag and mass upload documents already created. DATA MIGRATION & TESTING:  After learning the full scope of the current congressional affairs base, the team realized that given limited resources, the effort to manually upload and tag previous documents would be exorbitant. In response to this constraint, the IBM Business Analysis Team developed an automated process to scan, filter, and tag documents, using MS Excel macros. The Team was then able to do a bulk upload of documents, saving days of effort.After the initial upload, the team engaged in internal collaboration with the key congressional affairs stakeholders to assess whether the tagging met the needs of the end users, and address any further areas that needed to be refined and adapted, continuing another cycle of collaborating, learning, and adapting with the stakeholders who were most affected and derived the most value from this solution. USER ADOPTION & TRAINING: During user adoption and training, the IBM Business Analysis Team incorporated principles of learning into our training plan, designing an effective learning process involving formal training documents and lots of in-person knowledge transfer and scenario planning. It was in the design of the training and adoption materials that the team incorporated elements of a theory of change, outlining the positive improvements of this system as the causal linkages for why adoption was advantageous. POST-IMPLEMENTATION MONITORING: The team has conducted quarterly check-ins with end users and CIO sponsors to pause and reflect on what should be adapted and refined for future use.
	Why: The CLA framework articulates how the enabling conditions of culture, process, and resources directly underpin and strengthen the ability to successfully incorporate CLA in the Program Cycle. With an expertise in process improvement, data-driven decision-making, employee engagement, and knowledge management, much of the IBM Business Analysis Team’s work is centered around improving underlying business processes, allowing USAID’s development experts to more effectively, efficiently, and enjoyably complete their work. The CLA approach documents and harnesses those underlying efforts to create enabling conditions, addressing a challenge in prioritizing and highlighting the often-overlooked, but critically important, business challenges of culture, process, and resources. In the case of the Congressional Affairs ASIST Knowledge Management solution, the CLA framework enhanced the open culture of OAPA and provided a proven, Agency-embraced vernacular and structure through which to implement the solution. By using the CLA key concepts, the IBM Business Analysis Team was more easily able to link the importance of creating an enabling environment, the capture of institutional memory, and continuous learning and improvement, to the increased likelihood for organizational and operational improvement and efficiency. External and internal key stakeholders were able to use the CLA framework to visualize how, by shifting from manual processes, ad hoc data capture, and decentralized data storage, towards standardized data capture and management, the organization is better equipped for collaborating, learning, and adapting in the program cycle and in everyday operations.
	Context: Responding to congressional inquiries and testifying on Capitol Hill represent critical responsibilities of any USAID bureau. In 2016 alone, USAID's Office of Afghanistan and Pakistan Affairs drafted 89 items of written correspondence, prepared for 28 congressional staff briefings, submitted five Congressional Notifications, and briefed OAPA leadership and drafted congressional testimony for two hearings. In preparing these congressional responses, dozens of items are drafted, edited, cleared, and ultimately refined into one final document. In this high-stakes, high-visibility process of communicating with congressional stakeholders, an established knowledge management system increases efficiency and effectiveness. In the absence of an enduring centralized system, organizations are forced to rely on individuals and undocumented institutional memory, incurring inherent risk during staffing transitions. To help mitigate this risk, the IBM Business Analysis Team worked to customize ASIST (Agency Secure Image and Storage Tracking)  to be used as a repository for congressional affairs documents. Collaborating with internal OAPA congressional affairs experts and external technical stakeholders, the team worked to adapt the ASIST system, which is most frequently used for financial data, such as processing vouchers. The resulting product enables a failsafe process through which individuals can more effectively search for and access congressional affairs documents with full confidence that they are viewing final submissions, and increasing the accuracy and consistency of responses.
	Lessons Learned: •  LEARNING: A key consideration is to confirm the problem/need being addressed across all relevant parties. The CLA approach is powerful, but collaboration can suffer if all parties are not on the same page.•  CULTURE: Make sure you have and open and learning culture in place, or at least that leadership is a vocal and frequent champion of making the culture more open and adaptive. The framework works particularly well when a culture of openness allows motivated individuals or groups to drive major change through consensus, ownership, and informed decision-making.•  EXISTING EFFORTS: Think about what you are doing that already fits into this framework - we found that we were using CLA, before learning about the framework and concepts. Communicating the benefits of the CLA framework builds situational awareness of how current efforts fit into the CLA approach, and allows for greater alignment to a CLA approach.•  CORRECT STAKEHOLDERS & COLLABORATORES: Much like solving the right problem, make sure the people you are collaborating with and learning from are the right people, in the right roles, with the right information to make your initiative a success.•  RESOURCES: For maximum success, an organization should dedicate sufficient resources, time, and attention to not only CLA in the Program Cycle, but also the Enabling Conditions. This includes long-term planning for sustaining and tracking adaptation and growth, particularly for larger scale initiatives, so that resources can be properly utilized over the tail of implementation. 
	Factors: The primary enablers for success were:•     CULTURE: OAPA's culture of openness and continuous improvement, particularly focused on establishing better and stronger processes. For years, OAPA leadership has been focused on improving the efficiency and effectiveness of Office processes. Because of this culture, the IBM Business Analysis Team was able to effectively collaborate with and learn from key OAPA stakeholders.•     RESOURCES: The dedicated resources to do the tedious and technical, but necessary work of analyzing and uploading previous documents, allowing the expert OAPA staff to focus on their  critically important work.•     RELATIONSHIPS: Good relationships with key stakeholders internal and external to OAPA allowed the IBM Business Analysis Team to work iteratively, sourcing inputs from key stakeholders regularly to adapt the system to updated needs (such as new congressional members' names, and updated key words) The primary barriers to success were:•     RESOURCES: Limited available options for knowledge management software necessitated adapting a system already available. As with most solution adaptation, sometimes there are features you cannot add to, or change within, the existing solution.•     SCOPE: A sizeable backlog of documents, necessitating an automated process for initial tagging.•     STAFF TRANSITIONS & INSTITUTIONAL MEMORY: Staff transitions meant that individuals who had created some of those individual documents had since departed the Agency and taken their institutional knowledge with them, requiring a longer learning period.
	Impact 2: Strong congressional response supports development outcomes, as these engagements articulate the successes, challenges, and investments required by USAID’s development work in these two critical and complex environments. The ASIST Knowledge Management solution supports this essential information sharing and advocacy work that strongly impacts development outcomes.In addition, this knowledge management solution has impacted development outcomes by fortifying a critical process for the Washington-based OAPA office, allowing OAPA staff to save days or even weeks trying to find documents, and more time actively supporting the Missions’ operations and development outcomes.


